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TXS-606LT
Order No.: 25.3550

EUR 124,90
RRP *

PRODUCTINFOS

Multifrequency tie clip microphone transmitter,

with UHF PLL technology.

1,000 selectable UHF frequencies (672.000-696.975 MHz), can be synchronised with receivers TXS-606,
TXS-626 or TXS-646 via ACT function
Continuously adjustable sensitivity
LCD for indicating group/channel, audio level and battery status
Tie clip microphone with latchable 3.5 mm plug
Belt clip
Power supply via 2 x 1.5 V battery AA size (not supplied)

 
Licence required for this system in the EU!
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Please read the notes regarding wireless systems in the section "IMPORTANT INFORMATION"!

SOUNDCHECK 04/2012

"The TXS-646 can receive four wireless channels at the same time - the hand-held transmitter provides a
warm and powerful sound and stands its ground among the instruments ... the earband microphones allow
for unobtrusive miking with both a low susceptibility to acoustic feedback and an excellent speech
intelligibility ... the quad wireless system from IMG Stage Line provides a reliable operation at all times, is
easy to use and impresses by a crisp sound."
+ Clear sound
+ Very good price-performance ratio
+ Future-proof frequency range
(Test setup consisted of TXA-646 with TXS-606HT, TXS-606LT and HSE-70A/SK)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TXS-606LT
General information -

Type multifrequency transmitter

Carrier frequency range 672,000-696,975MHz

Audio frequency range 30-18000Hz

Channels 1

THD -

Dynamic range -

RF S/N ratio -

Operating time >8h

Admiss. ambient temp. 0-40°C

Power supply -

Dimensions -

Total weight -

Connections -

Specifications transmitter -

Transmitting power 10mW

Operating range -

Power supply transmitter 2 x 1.5 batt. AA size

Width transmitter 61mm

Height transmitter 106mm

Depth transmitter 27mm

Weight transmitter 125g
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TXS-606LT
Connections transmitter 1 x 3.5 mm jack

Specifications receiver -

Audio signal receiver -

Power supply receiver -

Width receiver -

Height receiver -

Depth receiver -

Weight receiver -

Connections receiver -

* Important Notice: The retail prices shown here are non-binding recommendations that retailers can charge their customers. They are not
part of any specific offer or advertisement. These prices include all charges as well as VAT, but do not cover any additional delivery and
shipping costs. Our latest price lists for the retail market include all applicable delivery and payment terms for retailers.


